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Abstract: Automated Machine Learning (Auto-ML) has primarily been used to optimize network
hyperparameters or post-processing parameters, while the most critical component for training
a high-quality model, the dataset, is usually left untouched. In this paper, we introduce a novel
approach that applies Auto-ML methods to the process of generating synthetic datasets for training
machine learning models. Our approach addresses the problem that generating synthetic datasets
requires a complex data generator, and that developing and tuning a data generator for a specific
scenario is a time-consuming and expensive task. Being able to reuse this data generator for multiple
purposes would greatly reduce the effort and cost, once the process of tuning it to the specific domains
of each task is automated. To demonstrate the potential of this idea, we have implemented a point
cloud generator for simple scenes. The scenes from this generator can be used to train a neural
network to semantically segment cars from the background. The simple composition of the scene
allows us to reuse the generator for several different semantic segmentation tasks. The models trained
on the datasets with the optimized domain parameters easily outperform a model without such
optimizations, while the optimization effort is minimal due to our Auto-ML approach. Although
the development of such complex data generators requires considerable effort, we believe that using
Auto-ML for dataset creation has the potential to speed up the development of machine learning
applications in domains where high-quality labeled data is difficult to obtain.

Keywords: machine learning; Auto-ML; synthetic training data; data generator; domain parameter
optimization; high quality labeled data; semantic segmentation; artificial neural networks

1. Introduction

Data is a crucial component of modern machine learning algorithms. However,
obtaining high-quality data can be a challenging and time-consuming task, especially
in areas where specific data is limited or difficult to collect. Synthetic data generation
is a promising approach that can address this challenge by generating large amounts
of task-specific data without the need for expensive field measurements [1]. However,
using synthetically trained machine learning models for real-world tasks often suffers from
the domain gap problem, which leads to a loss of model performance. Finding optimal
simulation parameters is a time-consuming and iterative process of setting parameters,
generating data, training on the dataset, and determining the model’s performance.

To address this problem, we propose the integration of automated machine learning
(Auto-ML) techniques to enhance the efficiency of synthetic data generation. Specifically,
an Auto-ML system is introduced for automating the adaptation of training data by fine-
tuning simulator parameters. The aim is to generate optimized synthetic data that can
effectively substitute real data in the training for semantic segmentation in point clouds.
This approach follows the principles of Auto-ML, seeking to automate the dataset gen-
eration process, analogous to its role in streamlining hyperparameter tuning in machine
learning algorithms. By employing Auto-ML techniques in the synthetic data generation
process, the we aim to reduce the reliance on extensive human intervention to identify
optimal simulation parameter settings. The primary research questions center around the
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feasibility of automating synthetic point cloud generation for semantic segmentation, the
identification of advantageous simulator parameters, and the evaluation of performance
using optimized synthetic data. Notably, the system is implemented using Unreal Engine
5 [2], a sophisticated game development platform, and Open3D/Open3D-ML [3], a versa-
tile toolkit for point cloud processing and machine learning tasks. The reference real-world
test dataset is a set of subsamples from the Hessigheim3D LiDAR dataset [4].

1.1. Data Generators and Synthetic Training Data

Synthetic training data is data generated by a computer program and not collected
from real sources. Synthetic data can be used to create training datasets, fill gaps in data,
and increase the diversity of the data. Due to progress in computer graphics, simulation
environments gather a growing interest for industrial and scientific purposes and are
recently used in a variety of applications including object detection [5–7], semantic seg-
mentation [8,9], data augmentation [10,11], pose estimation [12,13] or robot control [14,15].
Current game engines such as Unreal Engine provide state-of-the-art technologies for
realistic visualization and physics simulation that can be used to produce almost photo-
realistic data.

A domain gap is a mismatch between the distribution of data in the synthetic dataset
and the distribution of data in the real-world dataset. This can lead to poor performance
when a synthetically trained model is applied to real-world data. Domain adaptation
techniques are used to address this issue by modifying the synthetic data to better match
the distribution of the real-world data. Some common domain adaptation techniques
include transfer learning [16], data augmentation, domain randomization and generative
adversarial networks (GANs) [17]. For our approach we chose to generate synthetic data
with variations of real-world properties of point clouds to better fit the target distribution.
The parameters of these properties are being tuned with the presented Auto-ML technique.
However, there are overlapping approaches to synthetic 2D image generation. One of
them is Meta-Sim, a method proposed for automatically generating synthetic labeled
datasets relevant for a downstream task [18]. The method learns a generative model
of synthetic scenes and obtains images as well as their corresponding ground-truth via
a graphics engine. The proposed method aims to improve the synthetic scene content
in a dataset over a human-engineered probabilistic scene grammar. Another approach
is Structured Domain Randomization (SDR), which adds context to the generated data
by randomly placing objects and distractors according to specific problem probability
distributions [19]. SDR generates images that allow neural networks to consider the context
around an object during detection. We argue that the aforementioned work is limited to
optimize the synthetic scene content, but to successfully bridge the domain gap, more
domain characteristics such as lighting, coloring, or sensor behaviours are relevant.

1.2. Auto-ML

Auto-ML, or automated machine learning, refers to the process of automating the
design and implementation of machine learning models. Auto-ML tools can perform tasks
such as selecting the appropriate algorithm, tuning hyperparameters, and optimizing the
architecture of the model. This can save time and reduce the need for specialized expertise
in machine learning.

Auto-ML tools typically use a combination of search techniques and optimization
algorithms to explore the space of possible models and parameters to find the best one for
a given task. These tools can also incorporate techniques such as ensemble learning and
transfer learning to improve the performance of the resulting models. A good overview
and detailed description of state-of-the-art Auto-ML techniques can be found in [20–22].

While approaches such as the automatic selection of algorithms, hyperparameters
and model architecture significantly increase the effectiveness of Auto-ML methods, it is
important to emphasise that the availability of high quality training data is also crucial
for optimal model performance. Consequently, the success of Auto-ML is closely linked
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to the quality of the training data and the availability of a sufficient amount of it. To
our knowledge, current Auto-ML paradigms do not appear to include procedures for
generating new data for tasks without a prior training set, limiting the possibilities for
automated, task-specific data generation that would further improve model performance.

1.3. Auto-ML System Overview

Figure 1 presents the idea of an Auto-ML system that includes data generation as an
optimization loop. At the start of the system, a defined set of labeled synthetic scenes is
generated by a data generator. The scenes are constructed using simulator settings from
a defined parameter search space. The parameter search space describes the synthetic
domain. After training a semantic segmentation model, the performance is evaluated on
a test dataset. Based on the evaluation results, an optimizer decides on new values for
the simulator settings, and the data generation process is restarted. When the Auto-ML
system finishes, it outputs the combination of domain parameters that produced the best
model performance on the real-world test dataset. With the proposed method Auto-ML
approaches would be complemented by adding automated, task-specific data generation
with the goal of improving model performance.

Figure 1. Visualization of the complete Auto-ML process loop. The gray arrows indicate the entry
and exit point of the loop. The circle with arrows indicates the sequence of actions during an iteration,
including data generation, model training, model evaluation and optimization.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. System Description

Our system is based on an existing machine learning pipeline for semantic segmenta-
tion (Figure 1, step of model training) and extended with self-developed Auto-ML function-
alities and communication interfaces (Figure 1, steps of: evaluation on target domain point
clouds, optimization of simulator settings and synthetic point cloud generation with labels).

The machine learning pipeline used for semantic segmentation is provided by Open3D-
ML [23]. We use the TensorFlow version of the semantic segmentation pipeline with a
RandLANet model for semantic segmentation in point clouds. The functionality of the
pipeline remains unchanged throughout the research. It is extended by a controller script
that acts as an interface coordinating the different components of the system.

The synthetic point clouds with labels are generated using an Unreal Engine 5 project
that includes a simulation platform for generating synthetic point clouds for urban environments.

Figure 2 shows the workflow of the Unreal Engine data generator. At system startup,
the parameter file contains random or preset domain parameters. The parameter file is
frequently checked by an Unreal Engine data generator process. When the process reads
new parameters, the simulator settings are set accordingly and the synthetic data generation
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begins. For point cloud generation, Unreal Engine provides simulated sensors such as
LiDAR, radar and ultrasound for sensor data in modelled scenes. With the LiDAR point
cloud plugin [24], it becomes a powerful tool for importing, editing, and saving point
clouds to create custom synthetic point cloud data for machine learning. When a scene is
processed, the point cloud is saved to an external dataset folder. Upon reaching a scene
limit, an Unreal Engine process writes the name of the generated dataset to an external
dataset logfile.

Figure 2. Flowchart of the Unreal Engine data generation process.

The developed controller script frequently checks the dataset logfile for updates, and
if a new dataset is available, the data is processed and model training begins using the
Open3D-ML pipeline. After the training process, the model’s performance is determined
on a real-world test dataset. When the test is evaluated, the results are sent to the optimizer,
which calculates a new parameter configuration from the search space. During the exper-
iments, a random optimizer is used that randomly chooses domain parameter settings
from the search space. The new settings are then saved to the external parameter file
supervised by the data generator and a new data generation with new simulator settings
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is triggered. The system stops when the optimizer reaches the stopping criterion or if all
possible parameter combinations have been used for data generation. Stopping criteria can
be set in the optimizer. They can be either a fixed number of iterations in the optimization
process or a performance threshold. The output of the system is the combination of domain
parameter settings that resulted in the best model performance on the real-world test set, as
well as the name of the best model and several log files. Files such as the domain parameter
settings file or log files are formatted in JSON file format.

2.2. Experiments

The goal of the experiments is to demonstrate that the developed system is capable of
automatically finding simulation parameter settings to generate useful synthetic training
data. The target domain for which the optimization is to be performed is represented by
subsamples of the Hessigheim3D dataset. The task of the network is to perform semantic
segmentation of cars in point clouds. Consequently, the class car IoU is the performance
metric of concern. To evaluate and compare the quality of the synthetic data generated,
the same machine learning pipeline with the same settings is used for all experiments
performed. During the experiments, three characteristic parameters describing the synthetic
domain are investigated.

Table 1 states the domain parameters to investigate and their range of values. The
parameters are limited to have two discrete values each. Since we want to show that not
only the scene content is relevant for the model performance, we decided to investigate two
other parameters describing the domain. The Objects in Environment parameter determines
whether there are other objects in the scene besides a car (Figure 3). The Angular Loss
parameter represents the phenomenon in which certain camera angles could not be captured
(Figure 4). The Camera Trajectory parameter defines what kind of camera trajectory is used
when capturing a scene with the virtual LiDAR (Figure 5).

Table 1. Domain parameters and their value range

Parameter 1st Value 2nd Value

Objects in Environment False True
Angular Loss off on

Camera Trajectory grid spiral

(a) (b)

Figure 3. Visualization of the Objects in Environment parameter. (a) Objects in Environment with value
False; (b) Objects in Environment with value True.
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(a) (b)

Figure 4. Angular Loss parameter. (a) Angular Loss space declaration. Division of the synthetic
environment into quadrants A–D, with origin in the center of the car. One to three sectors are blocked
if parameter is set to on; (b) Occuring shadow effects of setting Angular Loss to on.

(a) (b)

Figure 5. Visualization of the implemented Camera Trajectory settings. The red dashed lines and
the arrows indicate the trajectory of the camera. (a) Camera with grid trajectory; (b) Camera with
spiral trajectory.

In a first experiment, the system is used to examine the entire parameter space resulting
from Table 1. Since the training data can differ in content and scene arrangement even
when using the same domain parameter settings, the performance of the resulting models
can differ. To make a more general statement, the system is set up to generate ten datasets
per domain parameter combination. For each dataset, a semantic segmentation model
is trained and tested on data from the Hessigheim3D target domain. During runtime,
the performance of the system can be monitored through several log files. On system
exit, the random optimizer checks its memory, then sets and displays the best found
domain parameter settings. In a second experiment, a model trained on the best found
synthetic dataset competes with a model trained on real data from the Hessigheim3D
target domain. The synthetic model uses 60 synthetic scenes for model training, while
the real trained model uses 43 subsamples of the Hessigheim3D point clouds. Due to the
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performance scatter, 50 models are trained for each approach and the best ones are selected
for comparison.

3. Results and Discussion

Table 2 states the results of the first experiment. It shows the parameters chosen for
data generation as well as the corresponding performance with confidence. On system
exit, the random optimizer displays the best domain parameter settings, the resulting
model, and some statistics. The best found setting for the investigated domain parameters
leads to an average model performance of 0.806 with respect to the class car IoU. Synthetic
training data containing several objects in the simulated scenes are generally more useful
than synthetic training data containing only cars. Setting the virtual LiDAR to a spiral
trajectory is more appropriate than using a grid trajectory. The best setting of the Angular
Loss parameter depends on the setting of the other domain parameters. Setting Objects
in Environment to True will cause models to perform more differently than setting the
parameter to False. The domain parameters under investigation have an impact on the
performance of a model of up to 53% with respect to the class car IoU. Figure 6 shows the
prediction results on a test scene of the Hessigheim3D dataset for two models trained on
synthetic data generated with different domain parameter settings.

Table 2. Stages of the Auto-ML system

Stage Objects in
Environment

Angular
Loss

Camera
Trajectory

Mean
Car-IoU

Confidence
IoU (p = 0.95)

1 False off grid 0.528 ±0.005
2 False off spiral 0.547 ±0.005
3 False on grid 0.530 ±0.003
4 False on spiral 0.548 ±0.005
5 True off grid 0.727 ±0.028
6 True off spiral 0.770 ±0.020
7 True on grid 0.721 ±0.021
8 True on spiral 0.806 ±0.026

(a) (b)

Figure 6. Prediction of models trained with different synthetic training data on a Hessigheim3D test
scene. The incorrectly labeled roof part in the stage 4 prediction leads to a poor recognition result.
(a) Model trained with synthetic data generated with setting from stage 4. Car-IoU: 0.542; (b) Model
trained with synthetic data generated with setting from stage 8. Car-IoU: 0.936.

Figure 6 highlights the need for a system that automatically finds suitable synthetic
domain parameter settings from a given search space. It can be clearly seen that the selection
of appropriate domain parameter settings for synthetic data generation is critical for
achieving good model performance. Because of performance scatter among models trained
with the same domain parameter settings, the optimizer can only relate domain parameter
settings to a performance range. The range is determined by the Gaussian distribution of
the performances of models trained with the same domain parameter settings.

Figure 7 shows the mapping of domain parameter settings to a performance range.
If domain parameter settings are mapped to overlapping performance ranges this can
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potentially affect the traceability of parameter settings that are suitable for data generation.
The best solution found may then no longer be described by a single combination of
parameter settings, but rather by a set of appropriate parameter settings.

Figure 7. Visualization of the performance scatter

Table 3 provides a summary of the results from the second experiment, which com-
pares the performance of the best model trained with synthetic data to that of the best model
trained with real data. Both models underwent training with augmentation techniques,
including scaling, rotation, added noise, and color variations. For each test scene, the
model with the better class car IoU prediction is highlighted in green. In the conducted test
the synthetically trained model performed 9.1% better than the model trained with data
from the target domain. Thus, the approach of using the Auto-ML system to find suitable
training data is superior to the approach of creating a model based on the existing real
data for the given task. The overall performance of the synthetically trained model suffers
mainly from the poor prediction on Scene 8 (Figure 8).

Table 3. Best performing synthetically trained model compared to the best performing real
trained model. The model with the best performance per scene and the best overall performance is
highlighted in green. The overall performance (in bold) is the average across all scenes.

Test
Scene

Model Trained Synthetically
Class Car IoU

Model Trained with
Real Data

Class Car IoU
1 0.983 0.566
2 0.967 0.928
3 0.973 0.803
4 0.974 0.962
5 0.934 0.915
6 0.951 0.857
7 0.745 0.917
8 0.395 0.742
9 0.933 0.585
10 0.714 0.713
11 0.993 0.984
12 0.942 0.748
13 0.924 0.797

Overall 0.879 0.809

This is the only test scene with significant uneven terrain. Since uneven terrain is
not taken into account in the synthetic data generator, the scene may be difficult for the
network to predict because the training data did not contain this environmental property.
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Figure 8. Hessigheim3D subsample—test scene 8 prediction.

4. Conclusions

The experiments demonstrate the immense impact that the choice of synthetic training
data has on model performance in the real-world domain. The developed system finds
domain parameter setting to generate useful synthetic data and thus successfully adapts to
the given target domain. Determination of simulation environment parameters with the
developed system allows their reuse as a basis for generating data for similar domains. The
experiments further demonstrate that models trained on the adapted data can outperform
models trained with real-world data from the target domain. Determining precise domain
parameter settings is limited by the scatter in model performance that occurs when data is
generated with the same parameter settings. Compared to similar approaches, the system’s
capabilities go beyond optimizing the content of the synthetic training data. The system
can also handle domain characteristics such as sensor behavior, illumination, or color in
the same optimization process. Once set up, the developed system removes the human
almost completely from the loop, requiring no manual intervention in the scene generation
or training process.

The developed Auto-ML system follows the approach of domain adaptation via a
simulator. Transfer Learning and Autoencoders are domain adaptation approaches that
do not rely on the generation of new data for domain adaptation and are therefore not
comparable to the developed system. Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs), on the
other hand, adapt to a target domain by generating data. The developed system and GANs
are both types of automated approaches. While GANs only automate the data generation
part, the developed Auto-ML system is an end-to-end system that covers the entire process
from data generation to model deployment. The main differences between GANs and the
developed system in terms of data generation are that GANs are based on complex models
for adapting data to another domain, while domain adaptation in the developed system is
based on tuning simulator parameters. The advantage of the developed system is that the
adaptation is comprehensible and traceable, since the parameter settings in the simulator
can be uniquely assigned to properties of the domain. As a result, the found parameters
suitable for describing a domain can be reused for related domains. Due to the black-
box behavior of a GAN, the adaptation processes within a GAN are not comprehensible
and difficult to trace. As the explainability of artificial intelligence has become a topic of
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growing interest [25–27], the developed system solves the problem of explainability for
domain adaptation tasks.

The domain randomization approach is based on using randomly generated environ-
ments as training data, so that the target domain is covered. However, domain randomiza-
tion does not guarantee that the trained model will perform well in the target domain, since
only a limited number of variations of the training domain can be generated [28]. If the
target domain is not well covered by the training data, the model performance will decrease.
In terms of scene generation, this is similar to the Auto-ML system’s approach (when using
a random optimizer), where the parameter settings for point cloud generation are randomly
chosen from the search space. The main difference is that the Auto-ML system does not
change the parameter settings during the generation of one dataset. Thus it is able to keep
track of good parameter settings. As a result, the domain randomization approach does
not allow for the precise determination of an advantageous parameter setting, and thus
the reusability of parameter settings for related domains is lost. The Auto-ML system, on
the other hand, is able to determine the best possible parameter settings and thus is able to
provide the found settings for tasks in related domains. When the Objects in Environment
parameter is set to True, some randomization is added to the scenes within the generation of
one dataset, but unlike the domain randomization approach, the randomization is limited
to the position of the spawned objects and can be traced to only one simulation parameter.

As the approach breaks new ground in the field of Auto-ML for synthetic point
cloud generation, further research is needed to verify its ability to automatically generate
suitable training data for other target domains. With the implementation of state-of-the-art
optimizers, tasks with a larger parameter space could be investigated more efficiently than
with the currently used random optimizer. Since the scatter of the model performance is
the main limitation for precise parameter determination, an attempt should be made to
minimize the scatter and thus increase the resolution of the system. As a result, the system
could consider more domain parameters with a wider range of values to make the system
more universally applicable.
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